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Abstract *

Process Control is a way for training managers in business and industry to

plan, monitor, and communicate tile instructional development process of

training projects. This article describes two simple an6 useful tools

that managers use in controlling the process of instructional development.

The Process Control Planning Sheet is used by the training manager to plan

the construction of courses. The Process Control Record is a ch,rting

tool that is used in monitoring all training projects of a department.

Process Control is a method training managers can use to increase the

efficiency and effectiveness of the instructional development process.

* Accepted for publication in the Journal of Instructional Development,
1)87, Volume 9, Number 4.
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Controlling the

Instructional Development Process

Systematic instructional development is used in the construction of

training projects in business and industry. Training managers typically

monitor the construction of a number of projects at one time. Because

training projects can be at different stages in the instructional

development process and can involve different resources and personnel,

managers often have difficulty keeping track of all the projects under

development. Controlling the process of instructional development in the

private sector is particularly important because o the heavy emphasis on

timing and quality. Traditional methods of projett control like Gantt

Charts (Gantt, 1961) or the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (Moder

& Phillips, 1964) focus on timing/efficiency.

Implicit in the systematic instructional design process is the

quality issue with the confidence that by breaking down the instructional

development process into logical steps and pursuing these steps, a high

quality instructional program will result (Branson, 1981). Experience has

shown that the implicit faith in systematic instructional development

needs to be explicitly supported in the work place as there are many

threats to quality. The quality control method described here can be

applied to any instructional development process in the private sector.

The purpose of controlling the development process for training

projects is to insure that all training projects are constructed in a

timely manner and according to predetermined standards. Process control

enaLles the courses to be monitored throughout all the steps of
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instructional development. It also insures that work is periodically

reviewed during the construction so errors can be identified and corrected

before they adversely affect later steps of the project.

Process control can be used for any instructional development system.

It begins with the identification of all the phases and steps which are

part of course construction. The Training Technology System (TTS)

(Swanson & Sisson, 1485) is an instructional development process that has

been designed specifically for business and industry traing and is used

in this article to illustrate the process control tools. The phases and

steps of the TTS are identified in Figure 1. The TTS has three standard

approval points, two in the analysis phase and one in the control phase.

It is recommended that all projects be reviewed at these points in the

construction process.

In addition, as with most systematic i.nstructional development

processe, the TTS has quality self-chetks at the conclusion of each phase

or step. From a managerial perspective, there are quality decisions and

appropriate personnel to make quality decisions that are unique to the

organization. These decisions go beyond any standard instructional

development process.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Two forms, the Process Control Planning Sheet and the Process Control

Record, are used by training managers to plan and monitor the construction

of training projects. The Process Control Planning Sheet is an organizing
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tool that identifies the construction steps, personnel categories, and

tasks. Figure 2 is a sample Process Control Planning Sheet for the TTS.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Training managers use the Process Control Planning Sheet to manage

the construction of courses. Once filled in, the Process Control Planning

Sheet is used to communicate the process by which courses are constructed.

It is also the basis of the department's policy on how work is done and

who does it. Personnel who are part of the development process can vary

from organization to organization. For example, some organizations

require that upper management approve the needs assessment. In other

organizations, the training manager approves the needs assessment and

communicates the results to upper management.

Another tool, the Process Cdntrol Record is used to monitor and

report the construction process for all projects of a department. It is a

charting tool for identifying training projects, training team members,

and the phases and steps of the construction process. Figure 3 is a sample

Process Control Record for a Manufacturing Training Department that has

six projects under construction using the TTS.

Insert Figure 3 about here

The first information to be entered in the Proc2ss Control Record is

the names of the training projects and the names of ths training staff who

are la:Ading and reviewing each project. Training team leaders use the
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phases portion.of the record to "X" in the TTS phases that have been

completed for their projects. By reviewing this part of the record, the

manager overviews the training department's progress. The remainder of

the chart is used to record the specific (ITS) steps that have been

completed for each training project.

The training manager uses the Process Control Record to monitor the

progress of a specific project by looking at the steps completed for that

project. The manager also uses the Process Control Record to get a

picture of the performance of the entire department. The "X'd" phases

blocks provide a histogram of the department'r. courses in their various

stages of development. By reviewing this graphic illustration, the

manager determines where in the construction process most of the courses

are. The Manufacturing Training Department example (Figure 3) shows that

several courses are in the design stage and none are completed.

The Process Control Record can also be used for planning. Knowing

the status of current projects allows the manager to easily plan for

future prJjects. Also, projected completion dates can be recorded for

each step of current projects. The projected dates act as time goals and

guide the work flow. For example, a project with projected completion

dates in the near future would need to be constructed at a different place

than the same course with projected completion dates in the more distant

future.
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Summary

Instructional development process control provides an efficient.means

of monitoring, planning, and communicating the construction of training

projects. It is important that the control of the instructional

development process not get out of hand. Process control should not

become a bureaucratic, paper-generating end unto itself. Rather, it

should be a means for more efficiently producing twenty projects. To be

a useful tool, the process control system must be efficient and effective.

It should include only the communiques and approvals needed to assure the

identification and development of efficient and effective training.

8
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CORPORATION XYZ Inc.
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Figure 2. Process Control Planning Sheet for the TTS 1 2
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